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Electrohydrodynamics is among the most promising techniques for manipulating liquids in microsystems.
The electric stress actuates, generates, and coalesces droplets of small sizes; it also accelerates, focuses,
and controls the motion of fine jets. In this review, the current understanding of dynamic regimes of
electrically driven drops and jets in multiphase microsystems is summarized. The experimental
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description and underlying mechanism of force interplay and instabilities are discussed. Conditions for
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to special interfacial properties or geometric confinement are emphasized, and simple scaling arguments

controlled transitions among diﬀerent regimes are also provided. Emerging new phenomena either due
proposed in the literature are introduced. The review provides useful perspectives for investigations
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involving electrically driven droplets and jets.

1 Introduction
Electrohydrodynamics (EHD) can be considered as fluid
mechanics involving electric force eﬀects.1 EHD is one of the
most eﬀective techniques to manipulate liquids with small
volumes in microsystems, and it has been extensively employed
in a wide range of applications from liquid handling to material
fabrication.2–8 Most problems in EHD are the evolution of
electrically charged fluids by surface or volumetric forces, originating from a net charge density or a permittivity gradient.9
Enormously rich EHD phenomena have been reported in multiphase microsystems, including steady, non-steady and periodic
flows resulting from the interplay of electric and hydrodynamic
forces associated with fluids in motion. These phenomena are
further complicated by the geometric confinement and multiphase interfaces in these systems.
The earliest record of an EHD experiment goes back to the
far past when W. Gilbert found the formation of a conical shape
of a spherical water droplet on a dry surface beneath a charged
rod in the seventeenth century.10 Rapid development of
research on electrically driven jets and disintegration of electrified jets began in the 1960s,11–22 which led to an active field of
electrospray in the 1980s–1990s.9–15,25–28 The thriving of electrospray is motivated by its applications in ionizing biomolecules
and fabricating nanoparticles.6,32 In the 2000s, the discovery of
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whipping instability for electrically forced jets gave rise to broad
interest in electrospinning, since it produces large quantities of
nanofibers from a wide range of polymers.33–42 Meanwhile,
featuring the ability to manipulate liquids of small volume,
microfluidics shows great promise as micro-total-analysissystems for miniaturized biochemical/biological reactions.43–48
Liquid droplets of small volumes have been manipulated passively and actively in microfluidics, in which an electric field has
been utilized for droplet generation,49 droplet colascence,50
droplet splitting50 and directional movement of droplets.50 In
recent years, the development of electrohydrodynamic printing
for patterns and structures in high resolution has been successful. It is driven by emerging applications such as flexible electronics and energy storage materials.3,51–57
Over the years, the understanding of the dynamic behaviors
of droplets and jets exposed to an electric field has laid the
cornerstone for their manipulation in various scenarios, which
are the workhorse for electrospray, electrospinning, electrowetting and all associated applications. While most existing reviews
focused on applications of electrohydrodynamics of droplets
and jets, few of them focus on compiling their fundamental
physics. The operation modes and underlying physics of electrospray and electrospinning have been reviewed,9,28,40,58–61 for
instance, a comprehensive and in-depth review on the physics of
cone-jets in electrospray is recommended;2 however, new developments of electrified liquid jets/filaments of multiphase systems in confined geometry have not been put into perspective
with the existing consensus.
Therefore, this review discusses dynamic responses of droplets and jets charged by electric fields in multiphase microsystems, emphasizing recent developments. Multiphase microflows
are laminar with dominant capillary eﬀects, composed of two or
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more contacting fluidic phases, for example, water–oil or liquid–
gas phases. To avoid making the scope of this review overbroad,
another branch of EHD, electrokinetics, always occurring in
conducting electrolytes, is not discussed here, which may merit
a separate review. We start in Section 2 by describing the
principle balancing laws and dimensionless numbers with
definitive parameters for electrohydrodynamic drops and jets.
In Section 3, we introduce general models for droplets in
response to applied electric fields including electrowetting and
electrodeformation, explaining how electric stress interacts with
surface tension effects for a single droplet. Subsequently, we
elucidate rich operation modes of electrocoalescence for a pair of
droplets and for a droplet and an interface under the influence
of an electric field, along with the principle electrohydrodynamics involved in the process. We then devote Section 4 to
describing the dynamics of electrically driven microjets that
transit from an electrified meniscus, along with the associated
instabilities. We mainly focus on Rayleigh–Plateau (RP) instability, coiling instability, and whipping instability. Apart from
summarizing the important consensus of electrically driven
microjets, we explore in detail the emergence of electrocoiling
instability as well as the crossover of RP, coiling and whipping
instabilities for charged liquid filaments or confined microjets
in Section 4. Finally, we close this review with a perspective and
outlook in Section 5.

Soft Matter

3 Electrohydrodynamic droplets in
multiphase microsystems
Droplets respond to an applied electric field in a variety of ways,
spanning a wide spectrum of multiphase problems. This attribute
enables controlled droplet manipulation by an electric field,62
giving rise to several fundamental applications, such as digital
microfluidics63,64 and de-emulsification in oil recovery.65,66 We
start with the electrowetting of droplets, where the contact angle
of droplets deposited on a solid substrate changes by using an
electric field. We then introduce the deformation of a single
droplet placed in an electric field, followed by the deformation
and coalescence of a pair of two neighboring droplets in an
electric field. The electric-driven coalescence of two droplets, or
of a droplet and an interface, exhibits rich operating regimes,
which we classified into ‘‘coalescence’’, ‘‘non-coalescence’’, and
‘‘partial coalescence’’, respectively (Fig. 1). These three dynamic
regimes are reviewed sequentially in the separate sections.
3.1

Electrowetting

Electrowetting is a phenomenon in which the wetting angle
between a liquid droplet and a substrate can be modified by a
tunable electric field.70–72 With the electric field applied, the
interfacial energy between the liquid and the substrate is

2 Physical mechanisms: balancing
laws and dimensionless numbers
The dynamic behaviors we discuss in this review include
electrowetting, electrocoalescence, electrospray, electrocoiling
and electrospinning. Typically, a liquid meniscus or droplet is
characterized by its radius a. It can be supplied by a flow rate Q,
emerging from an electrified conducting nozzle with a charging
voltage of U, or it can be placed in an applied electric field with
a field intensity E. The electric field is set up by two electrodes
separated by a distance of L. These two electrodes can be in
point-to-point, nozzle-to-plate, or plate-to-plate configurations.
The working liquid is mostly a newtonian fluid characterized by
a density of r, viscosity of m, interfacial tension of g, electrical
conductivity of K and relative dielectric constant of e.
To compare the relative importance of gravitational, surface
tension, viscous, inertial, and electrical eﬀects, dimensionless numbers such as Weber, Bond, Reynolds, Ohnesorge, capillary and
electrocapillary are used. The Weber number We B rQ2/Lc3g and
the capillary number Ca = mv/g denote the ratio of the inertial and
the viscous to the surface tension eﬀect, respectively. The Bond
number Bo = rLc2g/g, and the electrocapillary number Cae = e0eE2Lc/g
compare the gravitational and electric stress relative to the surface
tension eﬀect, respectively. The Ohnesorge number Oh = m/(grLc)0.5
measures the relative importance of the viscous eﬀect to the
combined capillary and inertial eﬀects, and the Reynolds number
Re = rvLc/m estimates the ratio of the inertial to the viscous eﬀect.
In these dimensionless numbers, Lc refers to the characteristic
length-scale of the problem that needs to be described.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Fig. 1 Illustration of three classical dynamic regimes of droplet–interface
interaction: (a) complete coalescence (reproduced with permission from
ref. 67, Copyright 2020, Elsevier Ltd);67 (b) non-coalescence, where the
droplet bounces off the interface (reproduced with permission from
ref. 68, Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society);68 and (c) partial
coalescence, with a smaller secondary droplet left above the interface
(reproduced with permission from ref. 69, Copyright 2012, American
Physical Society).69
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Fig. 2
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Schematic of the electrowetting of a conductive liquid droplet on a substrate. Reproduced with permission from ref. 72. Copyright 2012, Taylor & Francis.72

changed, which affects the macroscopic contact angle of the
droplet on a substrate,72 as shown in Fig. 2. The relationship
between the modified contact angle y and the applied voltage U
can be estimated as:71,73
cos y ¼ cos y0 þ

e0 ew U 2
;
2hg

(1)

where y0 is the initial contact angle without the applied voltage,
e0ew is the electric permittivity of the droplet phase, h indicates
the thickness of the dielectric coating and g is the interfacial
tension. According to eqn (1), the contact angle decreases as the
applied voltage increases. As such, the local hydrophilicity of
the substrate increases temporarily as the droplet starts to wet
the substrate under an applied electric voltage.46
In microsystems, by configuring the electrodes and programming the applied voltage, a substrate with controllable local
surface hydrophilicity can be fabricated. Such a substrate enables
the actuation of liquid droplets through the electrowetting
force,74–76 which inspires the field of digital microfluidics, widely
used for applications including chemical reactions,77 display
technology78 and micro-lenses.79
3.2

Fig. 3(b).82 The deformation of the droplet can be quantified as:
D¼

9 rd em e0 E 2
:
16
g

(3)

In this relation, rd is the radius of the non-deformed droplet, em
is the dielectric constant of the medium, and g is the interfacial
tension. When dielectric droplets are suspended in another
dielectric fluid, the droplet is predicted to adopt a prolate
shape,80,81 with
D¼

9 rd em e0 E 2 ðew  em Þ2
;
16
g
ðew þ 2em Þ2

(4)

Electrodeformation

The electric responses of a droplet suspended in another
immiscible liquid is of fundamental importance. Under an
external electric field, the interplay of the electric stress and
the surface tension deforms the droplet to adopt diﬀerent
shapes, which can be characterized as:
D¼

ab
;
aþb

(2)

where a and b are the axes of the ellipsoidal droplet parallel and
perpendicular to the applied electric field E, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). For conducting drops in dielectric fluids, the applied
electric field will induce electric stress on the droplet surface
and stretch the drop to a prolate shape,80,81 as shown in
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Fig. 3 (a) Deformation of a droplet suspended in another immiscible liquid
under an external electric field. (b) Drops with oblate and prolate shapes
under an applied electric field.82 (c) Conical meniscus formed at the ends of
a droplet in a strong electric field. The semi-angle of the cone is denoted as
y. (d) Tip streaming mode. Sequences of 225 mm droplets exposed to an
electric field with an electric field strength E = 2.46  106 V m1.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 84. Copyright 2005, American
Chemical Society.84
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where ew is the dielectric constant of the droplet. However, the
experiments of a dielectric droplet in another dielectric fluid
conducted by Allan and Mason80 demonstrate that the droplet is
deformed to the oblate shape (D o 0) rather than the expected
prolate shape (D o 0), as shown in Fig. 3(b).82 To explain this
discrepancy, Taylor proposed the leaky dielectric model. The key
assumptions of the leaky dielectric model are: (i) the net free
charge only exists at the interface, and (ii) the inner electric field
does not vanish. In an applied electric field, free charges accumulate at the droplet interface, although the droplet is electrically
neutral. Under the eﬀect of the tangential component of the
electric field, such free charges can cause tangential stress that is
balanced by the viscous shear, generating toroidal circulation
patterns inside and outside the droplet.1,83 With the viscous force
involved, Taylor gives the deformation as:24
D¼

9 rd em e0 E 2
F;
16
g

(5)

where F represents the discriminating function to classify the
deformation as prolate or oblate. The resultant shape relates to the
dielectric constants, electrical conductivities, and the viscosities of
the drop and the surrounding medium, with an expression of:24


2M þ 3
F ¼ S N 2 þ 1  2 þ 3ðSN  1Þ
:
5M þ 5

(6)

In eqn (6), S  em/ew, N  Km/Kw, and M  mm/mw, where Km
and mm denote the electrical conductivity and viscosity of the
surrounding medium, and mw indicates the viscosity of the drop.
With an applied electric field, a prolate shape is formed for F 4 1,
while an oblate shape is obtained for F o 1. This model is in
qualitative agreement with the result by Allan and Mason.80
The above-mentioned theories and equations depict small
deformations of droplets subjected to an applied electric field.
The deformation increases with an increase in the electric field
intensity. If the applied electric field is suﬃciently strong, a
conical meniscus may form at the two ends of the droplet, as
shown schematically in Fig. 3(c). The theoretical value of the
cone angle y is intensively studied for a dielectric droplet
suspended in another dielectric fluid,18,85,86 a conducting droplet in a dielectric fluid,87–90 and a leaky dielectric droplet in a
dielectric fluid.62,85,91–94 When the electric field strength is
exceedingly strong, the surface of the droplet can no longer
hold excess surface charges, leading to the disintegration of the
droplet via different modes. For instance, in a leaky dielectric
droplet, thin jets from the conical tips of the original droplet
could develop and break up into tiny droplets, exhibiting the
‘‘tip streaming’’ mode as shown in Fig. 3(d).84 G. I. Taylor found
that if the conical tip has a semi-angle of y = 49.31, the electric
stress balances the surface tension, forming a stable conical tip,
also known as the Taylor cone-jet.21
3.3

Electrocoalescence

Two bare droplets upon contact always coalesce into one to
minimize the surface energy.95,96 Under an applied electric
field, deformed droplets can interact with each other, which

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

enriches the dynamics of droplet coalescence (Fig. 1).8,97–101
The coalescence of neighboring droplets driven by electric
stress is termed electrocoalescence (Fig. 1a).62,87,88,102,103 In
the presence of an electric field, neutral water droplets are
polarized. The induced electric stress overcomes the surface
tension, and two stretched neighboring droplets approach each
other. In the meantime, the induced charges of opposite sign
on the closest surfaces of the two droplets generate a dipole–
dipole interaction force, F, bringing the further aggregation of
droplets.104
F¼

24pe0 ew rd6 E 2
:
ðH þ 2rd Þ4

(7)

Here H is the distance between the near surfaces of the
droplets. At a sufficiently strong electric field strength Ec, the
neighboring droplet pair will contact and coalesce. However,
there does exist a critical separation distance H/rd E 1.2 above
which electrocoalescence cannot occur. For H/rd o 1.2, Ec
required
for
electrocoalescence
increases
as
H/rd
increases.87,88 When H/rd 4 1.2, a concavity appears at the
near poles of droplets in a strong electric field. The nearest
surfaces of the two droplets are deformed to form conical tips.
When the two conical tips contact, non-coalescence rather than
electrocoalescence of the droplets could occur depending on
the conical angle, as shown in Fig. 4.21,87,88
3.4

Non-coalescence

In an electric field, two deformed droplets do not always
coalesce, even though they are oppositely charged.105 Under a
suﬃciently large electric field, the droplets could briefly contact
each other by forming a cone–cone geometry, and they tend to
recoil, bounce or pinch-off rather than coalesce (Fig. 4c).106
To account for the pinch-off phenomenon, a crude capillary
pressure model was developed. Considering a meniscus bridge
with a conical geometry, its capillary pressure can be approximated by the Young–Laplace equation


1
1
pbridge ¼ p0 þ g

;
(8)
rmen wmen
where p0 is the ambient pressure, g is the interfacial tension
between the bridge and outer liquid medium, rmen is the radius
of the meniscus bridge and the bridge width wmen scales as
wmen E rmen tan y. Similarly, the capillary pressure in the bulk of
the droplets with a radius of rd is expressed by pdrop = p0 + g(1/R1 +
1/R2), where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature. For a
spherical droplet, it yields R1 = R2 = rd and hence pdrop = p0 + 2g/rd.
The pressure difference between the bulk of the drop and the
2g
g
ð1  cot yÞ. The radius of
bridge is Dp  pdrop  pbridge ¼ 
rd rmen
the bridge is much smaller than that of the droplet, rmen { rd,
resulting in an approximation of the pressure difference
g
Dp 
ðcot y  1Þ. Therefore, the sign of the pressure differrmen
ence and corresponding flow direction solely depend upon the
angle y: for y 4 451, the pressure is higher in the bridge (Dp o 0)
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Fig. 4 (a) A voltage U is applied across a pair of droplets pinned on
needles.107 (b) Prior to contact, each droplet deforms into a cone with
angle y. At lower voltages, the droplets immediately coalesce.107 (c) At
higher voltages, the droplets contact and then recoil.107 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 107. Copyright 2009, American Physical Society.
(d) High-magnification, high speed image of the temporary meniscus
bridge between two bouncing water drops in silicone oil. The dark regions
are water, and the brighter areas within the water are reflections.106
(e) Definition sketch of the meniscus bridge.106 Reproduced with permission from ref. 106. Copyright 2009, Springer Nature.

and hence it drives the fluid wherein into the droplet and results
in pinch-off (Fig. 4c and d).
It is the critical cone angle of the meniscus bridge connecting two droplets upon contact that determines whether they
coalesce or pinch-oﬀ, as the applied electric field intensity
increases.106 To date, various models have been put forward
to predict this transitional cone angle. Certain assumptions
have been made about key physical elements, giving rise to
diﬀerent predictions of the critical cone angle and bridge
morphology. The crude capillary pressure model106 predicts a
critical cone angle of about 451, and this angle was later refined
to 30.81 in follow-up work of the same group by re-modeling the

Review
curvatures in the meniscus bridge explicitly. In the remodeling,
deformations of the meniscus bridge are assumed self-similar as
droplets coalesce, and this self-similar shape is assumed to be the
profile resulting from minimizing the surface area under the
constraint of volume conservation.107 The profile of the bridge
region was, therefore, determined independently of any dynamic
eﬀects in surrounding cones.107 A theory of mean curvature flow
from cones was developed, which governs how a cone can evolve
to reduce its surface area as quickly as possible, leading to a
critical cone angle of 241.108 However, the model still neglects
dynamic influences as it does not involve conservation of mass
and momentum. Taking fluid inertia into consideration, a
volume-of-fluid technique predicted that the critical cone angle
was about 251, where inviscid droplets were assumed.109
The model was then modified to include the viscous stress in
numerical simulations, predicting that the critical cone angle is
reduced (around 191) as the droplets’ viscosity is increased.110
In the above studies, the values of the critical cone angle
were obtained in droplet-in-gas systems where the dynamics of
the surrounding gas is ignored. If the droplets are immersed in
a liquid medium, it may impose a significant eﬀect on the
coalescence-to-pinch oﬀ transition. Considering silicon oils
with diﬀerent viscosities as the surrounding medium, the
critical cone angle measured in the droplet-in-oil system is
much larger than that measured in the droplet-in-gas system.
The angle becomes larger as the viscosity of the surrounding
medium increases, and it reduces for droplets with higher
conductivity.111 For a highly conductive droplet, it may burst
after recoil at a suﬃciently strong electric field caused by
Rayleigh instability (Fig. 5).112,113
Besides a remarkably larger critical cone angle in droplet-inoil than droplet-in-air systems, the dynamic interactions between
droplets are also dissimilar. In a gas, the liquid bridge connecting
two water droplets breaks up immediately during noncoalescence, while for droplets suspended in castor oil, the liquid
bridge thickens at first, and then dramatically thins, followed by
pinching oﬀ.114 The oscillation and breakup of the liquid bridge
were supposed to be aﬀected by its profile. The competing
meridional and azimuthal curvatures of the bridge could make
the interior pressure either positive or negative, resulting in
growth or vanishing of the liquid bridge.114
If droplets are immersed in conductive liquids rather than
dielectric liquids under an applied electric field, unexpected tip

Fig. 5 Breakup of a water droplet with a conductivity of 820 mS cm1 at a DC voltage of 1.5 kV applied vertically.113 Reproduced with permission from
ref. 113. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.
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Fig. 6 Non-coalescence of DI water droplets adopting the cone–cone structure in (a) silicone oil and the cone–dimple structure in (b) castor oil under a
voltage applied horizontally.115 Reproduced with permission from ref. 115. Copyright 2018, Cambridge University Press.

shapes may appear. For instance, when immersed in silicone and
castor oils, water droplets exhibit cone–cone and cone–dimple
structures in the pre-contact phase, respectively (Fig. 6).115
The distinct structures may relate to the fact that the conductivity
of silicone oil is around 100 times smaller than that of castor
oil.115 By adding additives to silicone oil to improve its conductivity, cone–dimple structures could occur as well.115
The relative separation distance between neighboring droplets
can impact their dynamics under an applied electric field. In the
configuration of two droplets pinned to the cathode and anode,
respectively, supplying a DC electric field, three dynamic regimes,
classical coalescence, fuse-and-split, and periodic noncoalescence, were observed.116 Above a suﬃciently large electric
field, the electric stress overcomes surface tension, and brings
two droplets into contact. Subsequently, the coalescence
dynamics of these two droplets depend on their relative separation distance, defined by the ratio of the distance to the droplet
radius. As the relative separation increases, the two droplets
go through the coalescence, fuse-and-split, and periodic
non-coalescence regimes (Fig. 7).116 A similar influence of the
relative separation was found when an AC electric field is applied.
Under an AC electric field, three dynamic regions, droplet

coalescence, non-coalesced droplets with evolving deformation,
and non-coalesced droplets with steady deformation, are
observed with increasing relative separation distance.101
Geometric confinement can aﬀect the coalescence dynamics
of droplets. For instance, the non-coalescence underwent multiple cycles when two droplets are pinned and charged by a
metallic nozzle. Free droplets bounce away after brief contact
and pinch oﬀ under an applied electric field. Pinned and charged
droplets go through multiple cycles of contact and pinch-oﬀ,
where the liquid bridge oscillates repeatedly. A similar phenomenon is observed for particle-laden droplets immersed in dielectric oils. Owing to the presence of particles at droplet surfaces, a
liquid bridge formed from the uncovered surface and then broke
up; it also oscillates repeatedly for multiple cycles due to geometric fixation of particle shells (Fig. 8).117 Similar oscillatory
dynamics of two bare droplets was also reported when situated in
an alternating electric field.118
3.5

Partial coalescence

Upon encountering an interface, the droplet may coalesce
completely with the interface, or it could bounce away from
the interface under a strong enough electric field. Sometimes,

Fig. 7 As the separation distance between two droplets increases, the dynamic regimes of (a) classical coalescence, (b) fuse-and-split, and (c) periodic
non-coalescence occur in sequence.116 (d) State diagram for the dynamic behaviors of droplet pairs, based on the electrocapillary number Cae and the
relative separation distance.116 Reproduced with permission from ref. 116. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing.
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Fig. 9 The partial coalescence of an aqueous drop and an air/water
interface. Each frame is taken 3 ms apart. As the process begins (first
frame), the drop shape evolves from a spherical shape to a column (fourth
frame) that pinches oﬀ and a secondary drop is formed. The time of
coalescence begins at the first frame and ends at the seventh frame, where
the secondary drop attains a spherical shape. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 119. Copyright 2006, AIP Publishing.119

Fig. 8 (a) The 2D confocal slice of a typical Pickering emulsion droplet,
where a large saltwater droplet is coated with particles. (b) The arrangement of particles in the shell, where yellow arrows point to some typical
defects. (c) Diagram of the experimental setup. (d) A cartoon illustrating the
separation of water droplets in the absence of an electric field. (e) With a
high enough DC electric field, a liquid bridge is formed through defects. dp
is the particle diameter, Hd is the defect size, and y is the cone angle.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 117. Copyright 2013, American
Physical Society.117

however, only a part of the droplet can coalesce with the
interface, leaving behind a daughter droplet. This distinct
phenomenon is also called partial coalescence, and it could
occur either in the absence or presence of an electric field.
In the absence of an electric field, partial-coalescence has been
extensively studied119–124 since Charles and Mason125 observed
fine secondary droplets left above the interface after a primary
droplet coalesces with a liquid–liquid interface in the 1960s.
Before coalescence, the primary water droplet rests at the
interface, which is separated from the bulk water pool by a
thin intervening film of oil. As the film drains and eventually
ruptures, the droplet starts coalescing driven by a liquid bridge
connected to the interface. There are two phenomena reported:
complete coalescence and partial coalescence, where smaller
secondary droplets are produced (Fig. 9).
In partial or complete coalescence, there are three forces of
main importance: capillary, inertial and viscous forces, where
the capillary force drives the process while viscosity and/or
inertia oppose the motion.119 Two timescales in terms of
viscosity and inertia are defined by
tv ¼

mrd
g

(9)

and
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrw þ rm Þrd3
ti ¼
:
g
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respectively, where m is the dynamic viscosity of a water droplet,
rd is the drop radius, g is the interfacial tension, and rw and rm
are the densities of water and oil. The Ohnesorge number
defined as the ratio of the viscous time scale to the inertial
time scale for a capillary-driven flow, namely,
Oh ¼

tv
m
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ:
ti
ðrw þ rm Þrd g

(11)

was suggested to be the parameter that determines the behavior of complete or partial coalescence.119 Partial coalescence is
suppressed for droplets of high Ohnesorge number.119–124
In the presence of an electric field, partial coalescence was
first reported by Torza and Mason.126 Under the eﬀect of an
electric field, the electrostatic stress can locally change the
droplet–interface shape, accelerate the rupture of the thin oil
film, and hence promote the process of coalescence
substantially.127 If the strength of the applied electric field is
too high, only a part of the droplet can coalesce with the
interface, resulting in partial coalescence. The critical strength
of the electric field was found to depend on the surface tension,
radius, conductivity, permittivity, density of the droplet, and
the frequency of the AC or pulsed electric field.67,128 In the
absence of an electric field, the Ohnesorge number indicates
the transition from complete to partial coalescence,122,123,127
while under an electric field, partial coalescence can occur at a
critical electrocapillary number, reportedly around 0.055 and
regardless of the Ohnesorge number.68
The partial coalescence under a strong electric field may
result from charge transfer during the process.69,129 Beyond a
critical strength of the electric field, a droplet approaches the
interface, encounters it and partially coalesces with it, during
which secondary smaller droplets are formed. Subsequently,
the residual droplets move away from the interface and toward
one side of the electrode. After partial coalescence, the coalesced droplet and residual droplet may acquire opposite
charges. One would expect that the ionic conductivity of the
primary droplet plays an important role in determining the
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volume of the secondary droplet and the amount of charges it
acquired. However, it was experimentally reported that the charge
and volume of the secondary droplet are independent of the ionic
conductivity of the primary droplet.69 The charge convection by a
capillary jet with high velocity dominates conduction in the
charge transfer, rendering the conductivity irrelevant.69 In contrast to this experimental observation,69 a numerical simulation
reported that the ionic concentration of primary droplets aﬀects
the size and charge of residual secondary droplets, by applying a
multiphase electrokinetic model to microdroplets. The discrepancy between the numerical simulation and experimental observation resulted from diﬀerent charge separation and transfer
dynamics between micro-sized and macro-sized droplets.130
The volume of secondary droplets after partial coalescence has
attracted much attention, and reportedly it can be influenced by
various parameters, including the initial size of primary
droplets,131
the
droplet–interface
distance,130–132
the
69,130,132,133
127,132
conductivity,
permittivity,
viscosity,127,132 and
interfacial tension127,132,134,135 of the droplet, the strength of
the electric field,131–133 the waveform and frequency of the
pulsatile electric field,136 and the electrode configurations.135

4 Electrohydrodynamic free jets in
multiphase microsystems
Electrified liquid free jets have enormously rich physics and
wide-spread applications, including ink-jet printing,3 drug
encapsulation4,6,137,138 and tissue engineering.139 In this section, we discuss electrified microjets, in which a stream of
liquid is charged by an electric field along the flow direction.
Several instabilities can occur including Rayleigh–Plateau
instability, coiling instability, and charge-induced whipping
instability, enriching the flow regimes/modes (Fig. 10).
In classical studies of electrified jets, the charging nozzle
and the ground substrate are separated by a large enough
distance to ensure that the electric field near the nozzle is
mainly dependent on local conditions.58 Upon charging the
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meniscus, charges supplied by conduction from the bulk liquid
accumulate at the surface. Normal and tangential electrostatic
stresses arise from the accumulated surface charges.
The meniscus narrows to increase the capillary pressure to
balance the normal electrostatic stress. Meanwhile, the tangential
electrostatic stress sets the jet in motion, and a high-speed thin
jet emits from the tip of the meniscus. The thin jet can break up
into droplets downstream due to axis-symmetric instabilities,
exploited in electrospray for nanoparticles,4,6,137,138 or it elongates and thins away from the nozzle, until it bends oﬀ-axis due
to a lateral whipping instability, extensively used in electrospinning for nanofibers.35,41,143–145 In both cases, the viscous effect of
the jet is neglected owing to a sufficiently small capillary number
in electrospray or a small Reynolds number in electrospinning.
Enforced by the trend of miniaturized manufacturing, the
distance between the nozzle and the plate is significantly
reduced to facilitate electrohydrodynamic writing.3,54–56,146
As such, the electrified jet can no longer be considered as a
free jet but an electrified liquid bridge/filament. The existence
of a nearby plate not only interferes with the generated electric
field, but also decelerates the jet approaching the
plate.141,147,148 For spinnable liquids, the interplay between
the inertial and the viscous effect can be overturned as the
nozzle-to-plate distance reduces, and other unstable modes, for
instance, coiling instability, can occur.141,147,148 A viscous thin
liquid filament can exhibit a coiling instability, also known as
‘‘liquid rope coiling’’, which arises from an axial compressive
stress that bends the jet.149–151 The compressive stress can
result from the deceleration of the jet along the axial direction,
for example, when a liquid jet encounters a substrate. The
coiling instability can also be observed for electrified thin jets
impinging on substrates.141,148,152,153
Although these instabilities have been well studied separately, the cross-over and co-existence of these instabilities for
electrified liquid jets of multiphase systems under diverse
geometric and fluidic parameters are inadequately discussed.
For instance, a whipping jet can break up into droplets by
Rayleigh–Plateau instability, and an electrified viscous jet in

Fig. 10 Representative optical images of (a and b) electrospray in air (reproduced with permission from ref. 27, Copyright 1994, Elsevier Ltd, and ref. 59,
Copyright 2001, John Wiley and Sons);27,59 (c) chaotic electrospinning in air (reproduced with permission from ref. 141, Copyright 2007, Elsevier Ltd);140
(d) helical electrospinning in liquids;141 (e) electrocoiling in liquids;141 (f) electrodripping (reproduced with permission from ref. 142, Copyright 2017,
American Physical Society);142 and (g) whipping jet breaking up into droplets (reproduced with permission from ref. 142, Copyright 2014, American
Physical Society).142
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immiscible liquids can transit between coiling and whipping by
varying the charging levels. Therefore, a systematic overview
and physical analysis of these instabilities induced by electrical
thinning for electrified jets are crucial to understand their
dynamics and facilitate relevant applications.
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4.1

Electrospray and the cone-jet mode

For a noncharged meniscus, it drips at a nozzle when the
capillary eﬀect dominates, at We o 1 and Ca o 1. When its
flow rate or viscous shear increases, the dripping to jetting
transition can occur at either We 4 1 or Ca 4 1, where the
inertial or viscous eﬀect dominates over the capillary eﬀect,
respectively.154,155 At a low electrical charging level, characterized by Cae { 1, the slightly charged meniscus also drips since
the capillary eﬀect prevails; it also shifts from dripping to
jetting when the inertial or viscous eﬀect becomes important.
Under constant Q, slightly charged liquid jets have a higher
dripping frequency and thus break up into smaller detached
droplets, compared with noncharging cases.28,156 As the charging level increases, both the intermittent cone-jet and spindle
mode of the electrohydrodynamic jet can occur depending on
the flow rate. Under this circumstance, the combination of the
electrostatic and the inertial eﬀect balances the surface tension
eﬀect, We o 1 and Cae B 1.28,157–159 At a high charging level,
the electric stress is sufficiently strong to reach Cae B 1, the
electrostatic and the surface tension effects balance, and the
liquid meniscus deforms into a conical shape with a thin jet
emitting from the tip of the cone. Within a narrow combination
of flow rates and applied voltages, the cone shape is steady and
a fine jet emits continuously, which is also known as the steady
cone-jet mode (Fig. 11).60 The formation of tiny droplets in air
or in other gases results in aerosols or sprays, and thus this
process is named electrospray.27,28,156
The stable cone-jet mode in electrospray relies on the perfect
balance between electrostatic and capillary stresses satisfied by
the deformed meniscus. In the absence of flow, G. I. Taylor
analyzed the local hydrostatic equilibrium between normal
electrostatic and capillary stresses, deducing the Taylor cone
angle theoretically.21,160 The cone is intrinsically unstable since

Fig. 11 The illustrative phase map of operation modes for electrospray
characterized by the Weber number and electrocapillary number.
The modes in grey boxes are modes for a noncharged meniscus. Reproduced with permission from ref. 58. Copyright 2018, Elsevier Ltd.58
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the capillary stress diverges at its tip. Any perturbation decreasing the angle can cause an imbalance of electric over capillary
stresses, leading to a net pulling force that makes the cone even
sharper. Eventually the tip of the cone is accelerated by the
increased electrostatic stress, and a tiny jet emits from the cone
tip, reducing the liquid volume and restoring the original cone
angle. By feeding an appropriate liquid flow that equals the
volume released from the jet, the cone can maintain global
stability.28,30,60,156
The steady cone-jet mode exists for limited liquids with
a limited combination of flow rates and applied
voltages.28–30,60,156 The sprayed liquids should have suitable
physical properties that enable a potential drop from the cone
base to the cone tip, providing a stabilizing electric tangential
stress. The cone-jet mode breaks down if the imposed flow rate
Q is smaller than a minimum flow rate Qmin, where the
hydrodynamic tf B Lcrc2/Q becomes comparable to the charge
relaxation time te = e0e/K, where Lc and rc are the characteristic
length and radius of the cone-jet.30,31,161,162 By taking rc B
(Qe0(e  1)0.5/K)1/3 and Lc B rce0g/rKQ, Qmin B ee0g/rK(e  1)0.5
is needed for a stable cone-jet mode.30,31,162 This scaling holds
for Oh o 1 and predicts that Qmin decreases as the electrical
conductivity of the working liquid increases. For small nozzles
with sizes comparable to the length-scale of the cone-jet
transitional region Lc, the viscous timescale becomes comparable with te, and the scaling of Qmin shows independence from
the electrical conductivity of the working liquid.163 Instead,
Qmin depends strongly on the nozzle size,163 which suggests
that the capillary force stabilizes the electrified liquid meniscus
and is involved in the minimum flow rate stability limit.161,163
The key process in electrospray is the cone-to-jet transition
and the jet breakup for fine droplets. The emitted fine jet exhibits
delayed breakup. Numerous eﬀorts have been devoted to analyzing the stability of liquid jets charged by axial electric
fields.1,21,23,36,160,164,165 Particularly, the thin jet of leaky dielectric
liquids is surprisingly stable against capillary breakup.1,12,16,23,24
In the presence of both surface charge and a tangential electric
field, the tangential electric shear stress stabilizes the fine jet of
finite conductivity and delays the capillary breakup.1,36,166
At the base of the cone, charges are mainly transported by
conduction, while at the jet region, charges are mainly convected. It is generally accepted that between the cone and jet
downstream, the cone-to-jet transitional neck region controls
the conduction-to-convection charge transfer and the jet
diameter.9,31,162,167,168 In many cases of classic electrospray,
the electric current I and the droplet radius rd scale with the
imposed flow rate Q;26 the scaling exponent depends on the
liquid properties but shows no dependence on the applied field
intensity E.30,31,162 The normal stress balance demands e0E2 B


g 0:5
g/Lc. Thus, E 
is determined by the Taylor cone, and
e0 Lc


g 0:5 9,31
.
the current at the neck region is I  Krc2 E  Krc2
e0 Lc
In the transitional region, the reduced electrical power IU B
Krc2g/e0 should be on the same order of kinetic energy rv2(a2v),
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Fig. 12 Schematic showing the variables used for the scaling of the
characteristic jet size and electric intensity for a steady Taylor cone-jet.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 9. Copyright 2018, Elsevier Ltd.9

and thus rd B rc B (e0rQ3/Kg)1/6,9,31 indicating that the size of the
emitted drop scales with Q0.5. If the transitional neck region is
suﬃciently small, the current I B (gKQ)1/2 (Fig. 12).26,30,31,138,168–170
Several important studies analyze experimentally and theoretically
the dependence of the scaling exponent of I–Q on the dimensionless experimental and geometric parameters, and physical properties of the working liquid.26,30,31,138,168–170 The verified range of
each power law is limited, and a power law validated for any range
of governing parameters may not exist.
Intriguingly, the current–flow rate characteristics are related
to the geometric configurations.171,172 The dependence of the
current on the flow rates, no matter what the exponent, holds
for classic electrospray where the nozzle size is larger than the
jet size by several orders of magnitude. In such cases,
the imposed electric field decreases significantly towards the
emitted jet downstream, and it does not contribute to the
surface charge transport, or the conduction-to-convection
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transfer region (Fig. 13).171,172 The current is solely convected
by the imposed flow rates. However, the current–flow rate
characteristics do not hold in miniaturized devices, for
instance, microfluidic devices.171 In such devices, the nozzle
size is tens of micrometers, and the jet size is only one order-ofmagnitude smaller; consequently, the tangential electric field is
strong in the jet region and it affects the transportation of
surface charges. As a result, the dominating convection current
near the tip of the cone is driven by tangential electric stress,
and thus it exhibits no dependence on the flow rates, but scales
linearly with the applied electric field intensity.171
Multiphase electrospray, where the electrified liquid sprays
in static liquid baths or in flowing liquid streams, generates
emulsions rather than sprays/aerosols (Fig. 14).173,174
The typical liquid media are dielectric liquids with small
dielectric constants to ensure that an electric potential is
exerted on the spraying liquids. The liquid-in-liquid interfacial
tension is usually lower than the surface tension of the liquid,
avoiding the dielectric breakdown of air and consequent influences of space charges.175 More importantly, the viscosity,
interfacial tension and flow shear of the medium liquids can
be conveniently tuned, providing additional control over the
formation of the emitted jet and sizes of the formed droplets.
Multiphase electrospray can also refer to co-axial electrospray,
where a compound cone-jet is formed and complex emulsion
droplets are generated.6,137,176–178
Combining the cone-jet mode in electrospray and hydrodynamic flow focusing in microfluidics may enable the generation of monodisperse sub-micron droplets with complex
structures, including multi-layered and multi-compartmental
droplets.167,179–184 Both electrospray and hydrodynamic flow
focusing share similar governing equations for jet stability and
breakup.138 It is thus intuitive that by combining electric and
hydrodynamic flow focusing in microfluidics, uniform droplets
with sub-micron sizes and complex structures may be obtained.
As such, an electrical field, either direct-current (DC) or

Fig. 13 (a) Schematic illustration of the miniaturized device where the electrified liquid jet generates small droplets in co-flow dielectric liquids,
and these droplets are collected by a conducive liquid collector;171 microscopic images of (b) a charged straight jet breaking up into droplets171 and
(c) a charged whipping jet breaking up into droplets downstream;171 and (d) a linear plot of the applied voltage against the measured current of the
electrified liquid jet.171 Reproduced with permission from ref. 171. Copyright 2010, American Physical Society.
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Fig. 14 (a) Schematic of a typical experimental setup for coaxial electrospray. Reproduced with permission from ref. 6. Copyright 2002, The American
Association for the Advancement of Science.6 The structure of a coaxial compound Taylor-cone and its cone-jet (b and c) in air. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 6. Copyright 2002, The American Association for the Advancement of Science.6 (d and e) In insulating liquids, the meniscus of the
inner liquid emits a jet as its flow rate increases. Reproduced with permission from ref. 176. Copyright 2007, American Physical Society.176

alternating-current (AC), has been incorporated in microfluidics to facilitate the generation of droplets from
orifices.181,182,185–189 In most cases, monodisperse droplets
are generated in an electrodripping regime with low applied
field intensity, and these droplets of low charging levels are
centered by the focusing flow of the continuous phase.181,186
When the field intensity increases, a conical meniscus can be
observed, and the size of the generated droplets decreases
significantly, but these droplets of high charging levels
discharge at the nearest walls of the microchannels. The wall
effect of the microchannels makes the collection of tiny
droplets challenging, which can be addressed by introducing
a third liquid collector that also functions as the opposite
electrode.4,171 The third liquid collector should be conductive
oils, and immiscible with both the aqueous core phase and the
insulating shell phase.4,171
4.2

Electrocoiling and coiling instability

The bending, folding and coiling of liquid streams are ubiquitous fluid mechanical phenomena that occur on the geographical, macro and microscale, for instance, the folding of
magma, and the coiling of honey and shampoo.149–151,190–195
When liquid streams with sufficiently large viscosity are compressed, such as when they are hindered by substrates or they
enter a diverging channel,196 they become wider or bend to
satisfy mass conservation. Similar to Euler elastic bucking, a
sufficiently thin liquid stream that is compressed bends and
coils.197 The coiling of viscous jets and folding of viscous sheets
in air have been investigated experimentally, numerically and
theoretically.149–151,198 The key experimental parameters are the
falling height L, and the volumetric flow rate of the jet, Q.
Depending on the falling height, jet coiling can be categized
into viscous, gravitational and inertial regimes.149–151 Under a
fixed flow rate, the falling height dictates the jet velocity and
radius, thus governing the force balances for coiling frequency
O and amplitude R. However, in geometrically constrained
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microsystems, varying the morphology of a viscous microjet
hydrodynamically to a large extent becomes difficult. The falling height L is restricted and cannot be varied over a wide
range, and the jet cannot attain a large end-velocity nor a small
radius by changing L. Surface tension, important in microsystems, inhibits the formation of a thin jet, since it drives the
breakup of any sufficiently slender jet into a string of droplets.
Therefore, electric stress, which can change both the shape and
dynamics of liquid jets, is utilized for controlling viscous
microjets.
Charging a viscous microjet along its axial direction
extruded from a metallic nozzle of radius r0, at a height L,
can trigger its coiling.148 With no applied voltage, the extruded
viscous flow forms a straight jet, which slightly widens near the
substrate owing to the forced deceleration. With an applied
voltage, the viscous microjet accelerates and becomes thinner.
The more it accelerates after exiting the nozzle, the more it was
forced to decelerate depositing on the substrate, creating a
larger axial compressive stress. Analogously, the electric stress
acts like mechanical compressive stress, and the two ends of
the viscous jet are pushed inwards to the midplane (Fig. 15).141
The viscous compression can be characterized by mvmax/L,
where vmax = Q/prmin2 is the local velocity at the minimum
radius of the jet, rmin.141 The surface tension eﬀect, g/r0, plays
an important stabilizing role in microsystems, since it favors an
axis-symmetric jet of smaller surface area than a coiled one. At
a critical applied voltage, the suﬃciently large electric stress
generates suﬃcient compression that dominates the surface
tension, bending the jet. This predicts that the coiling of the
charged jet should occur at the critical capillary number Ca B
mvmax/g exceeding the characteristic jet dimension L/r0
(Fig. 15a–c).141
The determining factor for the jetting-to-coiling transition is
controlled by the minimum radius of the jet rmin decreased by
the applied electric stress. For a highly viscous jet, the scaling
law of rmin B mU0a0/ee0E2L along the axial direction can be
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Fig. 15 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for the charged viscous coiling jet;148 (b) serial optical images showing that a viscous jet can be induced
to coil at a critical applied voltage, and the applied voltage enhances the coiling instability;148 (c) a state diagram for jetting and coiling of an electrified
viscous filament characterized by the dimensionless capillary number and geometric parameter;141 (d) a log–log plot showing the dependence of the
critical capillary number for the transition of coiling on geometric, experimental and fluidic parameters;141 and (e) a log–log plot showing the dependence
of the coiling frequency by torque balance based on experimental and fluidic parameters.148

deduced by solving its simplified governing equation of a
balance between the viscous and electric stress terms.
Thus, the critical applied field intensity can be estimated as
Ecoiling B (mv0g)1/4L1/4r03/2e01/2 (Fig. 15).141 As the straight jet
is triggered to coil, the coiling frequency also increases as the
field intensity E further increases. Since the jet radius r
decreases with increasing E, decreasing r leads to increasing
coiling frequency O B r2, and thus the jet coils faster at a
higher E. Since the coiling motion is steady with constant O and
R, the viscous torque that resists the bending and twisting
mr4v/R2191 must balance the electric torque e0eE2rR2, and thus
O B (e0eE2Q3/mr9)1/4 (Fig. 15e).148
With a large applied electric force, the fast coiling of a thin
jet is a ‘‘liquid sewing machine’’. It piles up into a nano-pillar
with constant radius,152 or it deposits curved nanofibers with a
variety of rich periodic morphologies on a translating
substrate.146 This electric-field assisted deposition of thin
fibers enabled by a small nozzle-to-plate distance is also
explored in near-field electrospinning.199–202 In near-field electrospinning, the emitted thin jet does not develop whipping
instability; instead, as the electrified jet hits the nearby substrate, it bends and coils.199–202 As such, the periodic morphologies including meanders, translating coils and alternating
loops can be varied by changing the applied voltage while
keeping the same translation speed of both the nozzle and
substrate (Fig. 16).146 Electrocoiling-guided printing is similar
to printing by inertial coiling203–205 in that in both the patterns
switching is governed by varying the speed difference between

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

the end velocity of the jet impinging the substrate and the
translational speed.206 In electrocoiling, the jet impinging
velocity can be conveniently tuned by programming the applied
voltage, and thus the switching between patterns is fast and
precise. In comparison, the speed difference between the jet
impinging velocity and the translational speed is changed
either by varying the nozzle-to-plate distance or programming
the translational speed in inertial coiling. Frequent changes in
both mechanical movements can cause undesired vibrations
and residual motions, leading to uncontrolled patterns.146
Therefore, electrocoiling-guided programmed printing can
achieve complex patterns assembled from periodic curved lines
with high precision, nanoscale resolution and fast speed.
The horizontal coiling of a viscous jet in another co-flow
liquid is also observed in microfluidic channels, upon entering
a divergent channel or exiting a nozzle. The liquid two-phase
system can be miscible liquids with negligible interfacial
tension,196,208 or immiscible liquids with low interfacial tension, 105 mN m1.209 The viscosity ratio of the inner to the
outer phase is usually large, exceeding 102.196,208,209 The coiling
jet in the horizontal channel appears like the rotation of the
coiling jet in vertical fall, except that the shear force from the
co-flow sheath phase in the channel acts like the gravitational
or inertial force in the vertical case. Intriguingly, when an axial
electric field is applied to the coiling/folding jet, the jet
becomes wider and the coiling frequency decreases.166,209 At a
critical applied voltage, the coiling jet is completely uncoiled
into a straight one (Fig. 17).166,209 The electric field suppresses
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Fig. 16 (a) Schematic and microscopic images of electrocoiling-guided printing. The coiling jet charged by increasing voltages rotates at increasing
frequencies, and it is coupled with a linear translation stage with a constant velocity of Vp for printing curved nanofibers of various morphologies,
including meanders, alternating loops and translating coils. Reproduced with permission from ref. 146. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.146
(b) A state diagram indicating that the fiber pattern is controlled by the impinging velocity of the electrified jet on the substrate. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 207. Copyright 2017, Elsevier Ltd.207 (c) Microscopic images of four diﬀerent structures printed by programming the applied voltage
in stair-up wave forms. Reproduced with permission from ref. 146. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.146

the coiling instability in horizontal microchannels. The applied
electric field not only compresses the coiling jet, but also exerts
an outward normal electrostatic stress that widens the jet,
owing to the softness of the jet interface. The increase in the
jet radius decreases the coiling frequency, O B r2, and

eventually unfolds the jet.72 The geometry factors have a
prominent influence on the interplay of electric, hydrodynamic
and surface tension eﬀects on the liquid jet, which contribute
to the rich physical phenomena of electrohydrodynamic
multiphase flows.

Fig. 17 (a) Schematic showing the charging of a folding jet in an immiscible insulating liquid;166 (b) schematic illustration of the applied electric stress on
the jet interface;166 and (c) serial microscope images of the folding jet unfolding at a critical electric field intensity, and its folding frequency decreasing as
the applied field intensity increases, indicating that the folding instability is suppressed by the applied electric field. Reproduced with permission from
ref. 166. Copyright 2015, American Physical Society.
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4.3

Electrospinning and whipping instability

As a thin jet continuously thins and accelerates under an axial
electric field, charges accumulate at the jet surfaces and the
repulsion between them becomes significant. When a small
portion of the highly charged jet moves oﬀ-axis, the charges
lined up along the rest of the jet will push this portion outwards
away from the axis, leading to a lateral instability also known as
whipping instability.36,40,172,210–212 The movement of the jet
under lateral instability generates additional tensile stress,
further thinning the jet. For typical polymer solutions, their
high viscosity and shear thinning property delay the capillary
breakup, facilitating fiber formation.35,143,145,213,214
The charging level is dictated by the jet velocity under a fixed
flow rate. To trigger the whipping instability, a suﬃcient charge
density demands a suﬃciently large velocity of the jet.36,40
Thus, the nozzle-to-plate distance L is typically large in electrospinning to allow full development of the end velocity of the jet.
The faraway substrate is assumed to have no eﬀect on the jet
morphology and development in theoretical and numerical
analysis of electrospinning. By computing the local electric
field and the jet shape and stability analysis, growth rates of
varicose and lateral perturbations of charged free jets are
compared, and when electrospinning occurs is predicted.36,40
At increasing electric field intensity and surface charge density,
the capillary instability is suppressed, and the jet will continue
thinning until whipping occurs.35,36,40
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The onset of whipping instability strongly depends on whether
there exists a suﬃciently large charge density s B Ir/2Q at the jet
interface, as the jet thins and the conduction current
vanishes.36,40 Unlike in electrospray, the current in electrospinning scales approximately linearly with the applied field intensity
E and the volumetric flow rate Q.36,40 The surface charge density is
influenced by the conductivity of the jet, and jets with higher
conductivity tend to have a larger density of surface charges. This
can also be used to explain why the minimum flow rate for jets
with higher conductivity is lower in electrospray.74 The viscosity
does not aﬀect the onset of whipping, provided a suﬃciently large
nozzle-to-plate distance L in which the jet thinning is dominated
by the inertial eﬀect, r B z0.25,16,30 where z denotes the axial
distance. However, high viscosity delays the capillary breakup
since the viscous Rayleigh–Plateau instability has a smaller
growth rate than the inviscid one.
When the charge repulsion dominates the stabilizing surface tension, the charged thin jet loses stability and bends away
from the centerline, g/r o s2/e. As the jet whips, its radius
further reduces owing to the tensile stretch, which increases
the capillary pressure g/r and diminishes the charge repulsion
s2/e B I2ar2/4eQ2.215 Ultimately, the terminal diameter of the
whipping jet can be estimated when these two terms balance,
rmin B (Q/I)2/3(eg)1/3.215
By shortening the nozzle-to-plate distance L, a whipping jet
can be stabilized. This was explained by the gas ionization due

Fig. 18 (a) The nozzle-to-plate distance L aﬀects the stability against whipping. At L B 5.5–7 mm, the electrified liquid jet shows no centerline deflection
and no whipping (solid symbols); at L = 25.1 mm, the electrified liquid jet whips and the centerline deflection increases by an order of magnitude (open
symbols).216 (b) Microscopic images of an electrified glycerin jet connecting the nozzle and substrate with L = 8 mm and 16 mm, respectively.216 State
diagram for jetting and whipping of an electrified liquid filament characterized by (c) E  m (Q = 20 mL h1, L = 16.4 mm) and (d) E  L (Q = 5 mL h1,
m = 0.56 Pa s) planes, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref. 216. Copyright 2008, American Physical Society.
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Fig. 19 (A) State diagram for chaotic and helical whipping of an electrified
liquid jet in an immiscible dielectric liquid, characterized by the applied
field intensity and the flow rate of the inner liquid (the parameters of the
outer phase are kept constant). Representative images of (B) chaotic and
(C) helical whipping, in which the outer liquids are silicone oils with a
viscosity of 0.5 cP and 9.4 cP, respectively.218

to close electrode separation, which neutralizes some surface
charges and stabilizes the whipping jet.216 It is experimentally
shown that a higher current is measured at shorter electrode
separation, and increasing humidity can increase the ‘‘straight
segment’’ of the jet (Fig. 18a and b). The stability of the
electrified jet can be enhanced by partial neutralization of
surface charges by electrons produced via gas ionization. However, by replacing air with silicone oils and eliminating the gas
ionization eﬀect, reducing L still stabilizes the jet and makes
whipping disappear (Fig. 18c). This phenomenon can be
explained simply by the fact that a smaller L leads to a
slower-thinning jet, since the electrified jet is forced to decelerate near the substrate, leading to reduced surface charges and
thus improved stability.141
The small nozzle-to-plate distance L changes the interplay
between inertial and viscous stresses. For L 4 Lc = mA/rQ, where
A is the cross-sectional area of the nozzle, and Re 4 1, changing
the viscosity does not aﬀect the jet profile,35,36,40,217 while for
L o Lc and Re o 1, the viscosity does aﬀect the jet profile and
hence the onset of the whipping instability. The prolonged
stability against whipping is more pronounced with smaller
L and larger m, for an electrified jet in silicone oil (Fig. 18c and
d).141 This is rationalized by the fact that both factors
contribute to a larger rmin along the axial direction.141 A larger
rmin decreases the surface convection, leading to smaller
surface charge density, and thus suppresses charge repulsion.
To trigger whipping of a viscous and short electrified liquid jet,
a higher E should be applied.141
Multiphase electrospinning refers to electrified jet whipping
in liquids, also known as wet-electrospinning. A liquid-in-liquid
two-phase system has advantages over a liquid-in-air system for
electrospinning.39,173,213 The former has a lower interfacial
tension and thus requires a lower intensity of the applied
electric field for electrospinning. Moreover, dielectric oils
typically have much higher dielectric breakdown field strength
than ambient air, avoiding eﬀects of space charges.
More importantly, the violent movement of the whipping jet
is slower in liquids than in air,83 enabling quantitative analysis
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of the whipping structure, including the frequency and
amplitude.212,218
Intriguingly, the fluidic parameters of the outer liquid
significantly aﬀect the whipping structure. Steady and helicoidal whipping structures of ethylene glycol (17 mPa s), glycerin
(927 mPa s), and lecithin from soybean (7.5 Pa s) jets are
observed in silicone oils with viscosities under 10 mPa s,141,218
for wide combinations of flow rates and voltages (Fig. 19).
Their structures resemble a helix with a linearly increasing
amplitude. In contrast, most whipping occurring in air or
hexane (0.2 mPa s) is chaotic (Fig. 19).212,218,219 By comparing
the characteristic capillary, viscous and inertial times of the
inner and outer liquid, respectively, it was found that a helicoidal
steady-state whipping structure is observed when the longest
time scale is that of the outer liquid; otherwise chaotic whipping
occurs when the longest characteristic time scale is that of the
inner liquid.218
In liquid–liquid two-phase systems with low interfacial tension, the crossover of coiling and whipping for electrified liquid
jets with small L o Lc was first discovered. Applying a charging
electric field to a viscous liquid filament that connects the
nozzle and substrate, it exhibits three dynamic regimes: ‘‘jetting’’, ‘‘coiling’’ and ‘‘whipping’’, as the charging voltage
increases (Fig. 20). The onsets of both coiling and whipping
instabilities are controlled by the minimum radius along the
jet, the scaling of which is related to both the viscosity and
nozzle-to-plate separation. As the critical local capillary number
and electrocapillary number at the minimum radius are
reached, the jet starts to coil or whip, respectively.63 These
results enrich the overall physical picture of electrically forced
jets, and establish guidelines to integrate a novel electrocoiling
phenomenon into printing of functional materials.

Fig. 20 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for an electrified liquid
filament in a dielectric liquid with low interfacial tension; (b) representative
optical images of ‘‘jetting’’, ‘‘coiling’’ and ‘‘whipping’’ for the electrified
liquid filament under small L, as the applied field intensity increases,
respectively; and (c) a state diagram summarizing the dynamic behaviors
of an electrified liquid filament characterized by the capillary and the
electrocapillary number.141
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5 Outlook
The diverse applications of fine drops and jets and the need for
precise control over their sizes and motions have given rise to
continued development of electrically driven flows. Electrohydrodynamics is a versatile platform to shape liquid interfaces to
produce fine droplets and jets with large quantities. In this
review, the principles of electrowetting, electrodeformation,
electrocoalescence of charged microdroplets, electrospray of a
liquid meniscus, and electrocoiling and electrospinning of
liquid microjets have been discussed concisely. Apart from
outlining key physical fundamentals that are generally accepted
by the classical literature, we also have included rich dynamics
of liquid drops and jets in microscale geometric confinement,
since the advances in microfabrication bring new ideas and
phenomena to electrohydrodynamic flows. For steady operational regimes, the underlying balances and scaling laws are
analyzed for predicting transitions between dynamic regimes
and features of produced drops and jets.
The past decades have witnessed significant progress in
fundamental aspects of electrohydrodynamics of droplet jets.
For instance, electrospray and electrospinning are considered
as mature technologies that are widely used for applications.
There still exist challenges worthy of being addressed in the
future. Studies of the ‘‘critical angle’’ which characterizes the
transition between ‘‘coalescence’’ and ‘‘non-coalescence’’
represent an example. Previous experimental studies reveal
that the critical angle could change depending on the properties of the droplets as well as the surroundings.110,111,115
Although several theoretical explanations are proposed to predict such a critical angle and agree well with the experimental
results qualitatively, most of them made certain assumptions
about key physical elements and hence could only be applied in
limited experimental situations. A comprehensive one that can
generalize our understanding and findings of the ‘‘critical
angle’’ is still needed. In these studies, an assumption of a
uniform electric field has been always made for simplicity even
though the electric field is essentially nonuniform such as in
electrode configurations of pin–plate or pin–pin. It may, at least
in part, give rise to a discrepancy between experimental and
theoretical results. Actually, the use of nonuniform electric
fields is of practical significance in the oil and petroleum
industries since it may remarkably improve the performance of
electrocoalescence.220–222 By taking the nonuniformity of electric fields into consideration, the fundamental mechanism for
complete, partial or non-coalescence of droplets deserves
further investigation.
In addition, the rheological properties of the fluid studied in
most problems are normally Newtonian. However, a lot of
applications based on EHD involve sample fluids with complex
physical properties. For instance, the crude oil in oil recovery,
biological samples and colloidal suspensions are nonNewtonian fluids.223,224 At the microscale, non-Newtonian
eﬀects could be significant and further enrich the EHD
phenomena of droplets. Of particular interest are interactions
between colloidal suspensions and electric fields, since fluid
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properties such as viscosity can be changed by electric fields.225
The application of electric fields may either enhance226 or
weaken227,228 the fluid viscosity. This electrorheology eﬀect
needs to be studied in-depth.
Moreover, droplets and jets with complex interfaces may
display new electrohydrodynamic phenomena. Stabilizers, such
as molecular and particulate surfactants, are often added to
prevent interface collapse. Although the electric manipulation
of droplets stabilized by a molecular surfactant has been
intensively studied, an understanding of EHD of interfaces
stabilized by lipids, block/graft copolymers, polypeptides and
particles would also be of great significance. It is worth exploring these systems further for the sake of controlling dropletbased bioreactors. Especially, interfaces assembled from
amphiphilic biomolecules represent artificially formed membranes. Investigation of their electric responses and manipulation could provide us with insights to understand the biological
systems of cells.
In return, the emergence and understanding of new
EHD phenomena also advance burgeoning applications.
For instance, electro-coiling and near-field electrospinning provide versatile ways of depositing fine fibers with periodic conductive structures. These conductive helical patterns with
structural stretchability have potential for flexible electronics.
For these applications, the deposited ink contains conductive
materials, including conductive polymers and inorganic nanomaterials. The ink composition alters its response to an electric
field and leads to new phenomena, which requires future studies
for controlling their dynamics and deposited structures precisely.
To conclude, new experiments and physics associated with
electrohydrodynamics of droplets and jets thrive as new
elements, such as composited interfaces, ultra-soft interfaces,
stimuli-responsive interfaces, and confined boundaries, are
involved. These new elements alter the force balance, change
the relative importance of timescales, and require new models
for description. Electrohydrodynamic multiphase microflows
remain a complex, fascinating, and multidisciplinary field in
soft matter physics that continually fosters scientific curiosity,
which will keep moving forward by new problems, experiments,
and models.

Nomenclature
A
a
b
D
dp
E
Et
Enw
F

The cross-sectional area of the nozzle
The axis of the ellipsoidal droplet parallel to the
electric field
The axis of the ellipsoidal droplet perpendicular to the
electric field
Deformation
Particle diameter
Electric field intensity
The tangential electric field intensity
The normal electric field intensity of the working
liquid
Force
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g
H
Hd
h
I
K
Kd
Km
Kw
L
Lc
p
p0
pbridge
pdrop
p
q
Q
Qmin
R
r
rmin
rd
rmen
r0
rc
t
te
tf
ti
tv
U
v
Vp
vmax
v0
wmen
z

Gravitational acceleration
Distance between the near surfaces of the droplets
The size of defects in a particle-laden surface
Thickness of a substrate
Electric current
Electrical conductivity
Electrical conductivity of a drop
Electrical conductivity of the medium
Electrical conductivity of the working liquid
Distance between the electrodes, nozzle-to-plate
distance
Characteristic length-scale
Pressure
Ambient pressure
Pressure in the bridge
Pressure in the bulk droplet
Pressure diﬀerence
Electric charge density
Flow rate
The minimum flow rate
Amplitude
Jet radius
The minimum jet radius along the z direction
Droplet radius
Radius of the meniscus bridge
Nozzle radius
Characteristic length-scale along the radial direction
of a jet
Timescale
Charge relaxation time
Hydrodynamic time
Timescale in terms of inertia
Timescale in terms of viscosity
Electric voltage
Velocity
Moving velocity of the substrate
The local velocity at the minimum jet radius
Velocity at the nozzle
The width of the meniscus bridge
Axial direction

Greek symbols
g
e
e0
ew
em
y
y0
yT
m
mm
mw
r
rw
rm

Interfacial tension
Relative dielectric constant
Vacuum permittivity
Dielectric constant of the working liquid
Dielectric constant of the medium
Angle
Initial contact angle
Angle of the Taylor cone
Viscosity
Viscosity of the medium
Viscosity of the working liquid
Density
Density of the working liquid
Density of the medium
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s
t
F
O

Charge density
The electric stress
The discriminating function
Coiling frequency

Non-dimensional parameters
M  mm/mw
N  Km/Kw
S  em/ew
We
Ca
Re
Oh
Cae
Bo

Weber number
Capillary number
Reynolds number
Ohnesorge number
Electrocapillary number
Bond number
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